January 2021
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on some Thursday during 2021!
(hopefully!)

Not the Photo Competition Winner

There have been no photos submitted for the competition since last February’s meeting so
here’s a photo from about ten years ago. Any suggestions where it may be?
Here’s hoping for more recent flying related photos and stories over the coming twelve
months.

Final KHPA XC leagues of 2020
Well, it’s hardly news that there have been no changes since November, and that’s it folks,
the final results!
No great surprises in the hang gliding league but well done to Steve Hawken, a worthy winner
of the paragliding league. I can’t remember when he last appeared in the leagues but it goes
to show he’s still got it!
XC leagues to 31-12-2020
Hang gliding

Name

Total

1

Graham Phipps

67.0

2

Tim Jones

7.99

Name

Total

Paragliding

1

Steve Hawken

2

Graham Phipps

XC flights this month

23.4
12.4

I’m afraid there will be no prize giving at the AGM but here are the winners of this year’s
trophies.
KHPA HGXC league winner

Graham Phipps

30.46km

KHPA PGXC league winner

Steve Hawken

20.34km

KHPA Best UK flight

Graham Phipps

30.46km

KHPA Best open flight

Graham Phipps

30.46km

Pete Coad Trophy
For most improved score

Steve Hawken

Adventure Sports trophy

Yet to be decided

So once again Our Beloved Leader Graham “Lucky” Phipps takes the majority of the trophies,
but hard on his heels is the up and coming Steve Hawken. Admittedly there weren’t many
opportunities for flying XC this peculiar year, but everyone had the same chances as Graham
and Steve and they were the ones to be there to exploit them. Well done to those two
heroes, and let’s all buck up our ideas this year, once we’re allowed out again, and make
2021 the year some new names get engraved on the trophies.
Remember, if you make any great flights away from Cornwall and you’d like them to be
considered for Best UK flight and Best Open flight, make sure you notify me about them. If I
don’t know about them I can’t include them!

Remembrance of Things Past
I don’t know if it’s boredom with this interminable lockdown, advancing years or rapidly
approaching senility, but I’ve been thinking a lot about years gone by and wondering where
the hell the intervening time has gone. It seems only a handful of years ago, but also another
age, that I finally got around to learning to fly.
I’d been going to do it since the mid 70s but what with lack of funds and moving about and
one thing or another it wasn’t until 1983 that I signed up with Tony Hughes’ school in
Wiltshire. My first day is engraved in my memory; watching instructor Steve Morris putting
this overgrown tent together then walking it backwards up the sloping field, taking a few
steps forward and actually FLYING the thing down to the bottom! It probably had about a 1:5
glide, but by heck, I wanted to do that.
Being the only student on the day, there was no waiting for my turn; I carried the glider just
a few feet up the slope and with Steve shouting “RUN!” I ran and momentarily felt the glider
rise off my shoulders. It was almost like magic.
Each time I walked the glider a little bit further up the slope until the time came that I ran,
felt the glider lift off my shoulders, then felt the harness go tight and I found my feet weren’t
touching the ground anymore! I was flying! Airtime was about five seconds and maximum
altitude about three feet but I had flown! My smile was indelible and I could sense Steve’s
pleasure at seeing my elation.
It was a raw, miserable November day but I still have that warm buzz at remembering it and
the excitement of talking to Steve, in the pub at the end of the day, about his flying
experiences and thinking that one day, I could have experiences like those too!
My first, and one of my most memorable days’ flying.

And So it Continues
Those were the days when your school got you doing top to bottoms with a few 90 degree
turns on the way down then signed your P1 and you were on your own. I bought a Chargus
Vortex from the school, lashed it to the roof of my Mini and stopped on the way home to buy
a roof rack.
I had met one or two proper pilots as I was doing my training, including Judy Leden who was
just starting instructor training, I think. They were good at putting up with me ringing them
to see if they were going flying and I made one or two trips to the Marlborough Downs for
days of top-to-bottoms while they soared way above me.
Then one day I turned up at Milk Hill and the wind was fresh and straight on the hill. Up until
then my flights had been a case of taking off, turning left along the hill and watching the
ridge in front grow taller as I lost height, turned through 180 degrees and gradually
descended to the bottom landing field. But this time I took off, turned left and was astonished
as the ridge in front stayed in line with me, then, as I did my 180 turn, it appeared to shrink
below me! On the next beat I could see over the top of the ridge to the white horse and I
could see the wide fields of the Vale of Pewsey opening up beyond! This was truly
extraordinary! As I looked the other way I could see take-off below me and I’m sure I could
see all the way north to Yorkshire, although this might be a false memory. Whatever, I was
staying up on just the power of the wind and I couldn’t believe it. The feeling of freedom and
utter wonder is still fresh after all this time. And to cap it all, I thought, “I’m not going to drag
this glider back up the hill after I land,” so I top landed. I had no idea really of the best
approach but I landed and I can still remember the feeling of complete fulfilment that I had
flown and landed back where I took off and could take off again whenever I felt like it!
I can’t remember what I did yesterday or even the last time I flew but I can still vividly feel
those experiences. Isn’t memory peculiar?
It’s a shame I can’t find any photos from that time but I expect the glass plates have all got
broken!

Crackpot Theories Part one.

Maybe someone can either shoot this down in flames or scientifically confirm that it’s true:
Several times over the years I’ve found myself soaring, especially at Carbis Bay, in such light
winds that I’ve thought I shouldn’t be able to do this! After pondering for some time I’ve
come up with the theory that for it to be on at Carbis Bay, the atmospheric pressure is
normally quite high. This will make the air more dense and more viscous so the aerodynamic
forces will be more pronounced and “buoyancy” will be greater so we’ll be able to fly in lighter
winds. Does that make sense and sound feasible? Please feel free to express your opinions or
submit your own Crackpot Theories.

Introducing you to a new paragliding podcast!

The Paragliding Debrief is a free podcast aimed at recreational paraglider and hang glider
pilots. We'll be passing on knowledge from some of the world's most experienced and
accomplished pilots, discussing topics such as:





Coping with fear
SIV courses
Cross-country flying tips
Where are the best flying areas in the world?

As well as educational episodes, we'll be chatting to a variety of special guests from in and
around the sport. You'll learn about their experiences and adventures, from breaking XC
world records, to creating new acro tricks and from conquering Mount Everest, to being part
of the RAF Red Arrows display team.
You can find all the episodes and information on our website: www.paraglidingpodcast.com

or what about these Zoom sessions?

For those that missed the Avon HGPG interviews with Jim Mallinson on the 28 Jan and Steven (Tosh)
Mackintosh on the 14 Jan, PSB
Steven (Tosh) Mackintosh
https://youtu.be/oAJLMHjZxTM
Jim Mallinson:
https://youtu.be/Oda0h1gwgtg

